and to some extent their increasing incidence is due to genetic variants that may not have influenced disease for most of human evolution.
If it's cryptic, how can it be detected?
Introgression is the most dramatic way to detect cryptic genetic variation. A mutation with a visible phenotype, such as Antennapedia, is introduced into different wild-type genetic backgrounds by many generations of backcrossing. This approach routinely results in the production of a series of lines that differ markedly in the expression of the phenotype. Alternatively, cryptic genetic variation can be inferred from the profile of changes in mean phenotypes of a set of lines grown under normal and extreme conditions, such as a high-sugar diet or unusual temperature.
Is the architecture of cryptic genetic variation the same as that of visible genetic variation?
We don't know enough yet about the extent to which cryptic genetic variation consists predominantly of a few loci of large effect or of many loci of small effect, to make such a comparison. Examples of both architectures have been described: More than half of the dramatic difference between the enhanced and suppressed
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What is cryptic genetic variation?
Cryptic genetic variation refers to unexpressed, bottled-up genetic potential. It is not normally seen, but is expressed under abnormal conditions such as in a new environment or a different genetic background. In a sense, the measurable component of normal variation is just the tip of an iceberg of genetic possibilities that are hidden below the visible surface.
Examples? Antennapedia is a mutation in Drosophila melanogaster flies that transforms the antennae into legs. When this mutation is placed in a dozen different wild-type genetic backgrounds, each strain will show a different phenotype, ranging from almost perfect antennae to almost perfect legs where the antennae should be. This is cryptic genetic variation modifying the mutant phenotype, even though it is unobservable in normal flies. For a human example, consider type 2 diabetes, the prevalence of which is increasing dramatically worldwide along with the obesity epidemic. This is a highly heritable disease, but largely due to exposure of cryptic genetic variation by modern culture (Figure 1 ).
Why should I care about cryptic genetic variation?
You shouldn'tunless you have an interest in the genetic basis of complex diseases, improving crop plants or understanding how organisms will adapt to climate change. Plant breeders can improve crops by selecting on cryptic genetic variation that modifies transgenes or introduced germ plasm. Cryptic variation may also have a major influence on the capacity of organisms to adapt to ecological perturbation. Cancer, depression, asthma and many other diseases are all affected by interactions between our genetic legacy and the contemporary environment,
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phenotypes of two strains of the homeotic mutant Ultrabithorax of Drosophila is attributable to a single cryptic polymorphism, and major effect modifiers have also been shown to influence various abnormalities caused by Hsp90 mutations in flies. Similarly, some of the genetic loci that affect the extent of transformation of teosinte toward maize-like structures are also of large effect (Figure 1 ). On the other hand, in Drosophila small effect mutations in Egfr can subtly modify the cryptic eye-roughening phenotype of a gain-of-function allele of the same gene.
How is cryptic genetic variation related to canalization?
Canalization refers to the evolution of phenotypic robustness that occurs under conditions of longterm stabilizing selection. It leads to suppression of the effects of genetic variation under normal, unperturbed circumstances. Because of canalization, cryptic genetic variation can build up in a population, only to be released as visible phenotypic variation when the environment changes or a new mutation appears, or in hybrid zones where novel genotypes are introduced. Canalization itself can either be modelled as discrete loci that suppress variation (so-called 'capacitors of evolutionary change'), 
